
About 

  

My Goal Is Simple: For you to be happy. Since 1998, I have been working to make it as easy
and economical as possible for eye doctors and practitioners to purchase
pre-owned ophthalmic equipment that is reliable, works like new and can save up to 50% off the
price of new! Unless you require the technology of a brand-new product, it does not make good
business sense in today's market to spend the extra money.

  

  

Your practice is full of them: Take a look around your practice. All the ophthalmic instruments in
your practice are used. 

  

Avoid buying new equipment: New equipment depreciates as soon as you get it into your office.
Like a new car depreciates about 20% as soon as you drive it off the lot. 

  

You should buy pre-owned, refurbished equipment when:                          

  

1. When the unit is starting to make funny noises or sometimes works and other times doesn't.

  

2. When your staff complains about the fuzzy screen, the buttons that are not pushing and stops
printing. You get the message.

  

3. When you don't have what you need to offer your patients more services, care, and solutions.
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4. When you are losing money referring the patient to the other doctor down the street.

  

Used vs Refurbished: 
Many equipment companies buy used stuff that's been sitting around in storage or on its last
leg, check that it turns on and resell it.  In contrast, we purchase equipment that is no longer
needed, our factory-trained technicians inspect it thoroughly and repair and replace parts to
factory specs . As a result, you get diagnostic and
surgical equipment that’s refurbished, reconditioned and reliable that will last long after the
warranty expires . You benefit from
getting the best and mo
st reliable
equipment possible.

  

Same Equipment. Same Warranty. Pay Less!

    

Call, text or WhatsApp: +1 949-362-1150

    

  

  

PRIVACY POLICY

  

Our Commitment To Privacy: Your privacy is important to us. To better protect your privacy,
we provide this notice explaining our online information practices and the choices you can make
about the way your information is collected and used. To make this notice easy to find, we make
it available on our home page and at every point where personally identifiable information may
be requested.
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The Information We Collect: This notice applies to all information collected or submitted on
the usedeyeequipment.com website. On some pages, you can order products, make requests,
and register to receive materials. The types of personal information collected at these pages
are: Name, Address, Email address, Phone number, Credit/Debit Card Information, Email
Address.

  

On some pages, you can submit information about other people. For example, if you order a gift
online and want it sent directly to the recipient, you will need to submit the recipient’s address.
In this circumstance, the types of personal information collected are: Name, Address, Phone
Number.

  

How We Use Information: We use the information you provide about yourself when placing an
order only to complete that order. We do not share this information with outside parties except
to the extent necessary to complete that order.

  

We use the information you provide about someone else when placing an order only to ship the
product and to confirm delivery. We do not share this information with outside parties except to
the extent necessary to complete that order.

  

We use return email addresses to answer the email we receive. Such addresses are not used
for any other purpose and are not shared with outside parties. You can register with our website
if you would like to receive our catalogs as well as updates on our new products and services.

  

We never use or share the personally identifiable information provided to us online with ways
unrelated to the ones described above without also providing you can opt-out or otherwise
prohibit such unrelated uses.

  

Our Commitment To Data Security: To prevent unauthorized access, maintain data accuracy,
and ensure the correct use of information, we have put in place appropriate physical, electronic,
and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we collect online.

  

How You Can Access Or Correct Your Information: You can correct factual errors in your
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personally identifiable information by sending us a request that credibly shows errors. To protect
your privacy and security, we will also take reasonable steps to verify your identity before
granting access or making corrections.

  

How To Contact Us: Should you have other questions or concerns about these privacy
policies, please call us at 949-362-1150 or send us an email at info@use
deyeequipment.com.
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